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Abstract—For music information retrieval tasks, a nearest
neighbor classifier using the Kullback–Leibler divergence between Gaussian mixture models of songs’ melfrequency cepstral
coefficients is commonly used to match songs by timbre. In this
paper, we analyze this distance measure analytically and experimentally by the use of synthesized MIDI files, and we find that
it is highly sensitive to different instrument realizations. Despite
the lack of theoretical foundation, it handles the multipitch case
quite well when all pitches originate from the same instrument,
but it has some weaknesses when different instruments play simultaneously. As a proof of concept, we demonstrate that a source
separation frontend can improve performance. Furthermore, we
have evaluated the robustness to changes in key, sample rate, and
bitrate.
Index Terms—Melody, musical instrument classification, timbre
recognition.

I. INTRODUCTION
EL-FREQUENCY cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
are extensively used in music information retrieval
algorithms [1]–[12]. Originating in speech processing, the
MFCCs were developed to model the spectral envelope while
suppressing the fundamental frequency. Together with the
temporal envelope, the spectral envelope is one of the most
salient components of timbre [13], [14], which is “that attribute
of auditory sensation in terms of which a listener can judge that
two sounds similarly presented and having the same loudness
and pitch are dissimilar” [15], i.e., what makes the same note
played with different instruments sound different. Thus, the
MFCCs in music information retrieval applications are commonly used to model the timbre. However, even though MFCCs
have experimentally been shown to perform well in instrument
recognition, artist recognition and genre classification [7], [8],
[16], a number of questions remain unanswered. For instance,
being developed for speech recognition in a single-speaker
environment, it is not obvious how the MFCCs are affected
by different instruments playing simultaneously and by chords
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where the fundamental frequencies have near-integer ratios. Furthermore, as shown in [17], MFCCs are sensitive to
the spectral perturbations that result from low bitrate audio
compression.
In this paper, we address these issues and more. We analyze
the behavior of the MFCCs when either a single instrument or
different instruments play several notes simultaneously, thus violating the underlying assumption of a single voice. In relation
to the album effect [18], where MFCC-based distance measures
in artist recognition rate songs from the same album as much
more similar than songs by the same artist from different albums, we investigate how MFCCs are affected by different realizations of the same instrument. Finally, we investigate how
MFCCs are affected by transpositions, different sample rates
and different bitrates, since this is relevant in practical applications. A transposed version of a song, e.g., a live version that
is played in a different key than the studio version, is usually
considered similar to the original, and collections of arbitrary
music, such as encountered by an internet search engine, will inevitably contain songs with different sample rates and bitrates.
To analyze these topics, we use MIDI synthesis, for reasons
of tractability and reproducibility, to fabricate wave signals
for our experiments, and we employ the distance measure
proposed in [4] that extracts MFCCs and trains a Gaussian
mixture model for each song and uses the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler divergence between the models as distance
measure. A nearest-neighbor classification algorithm using this
approach won the International Conference on Music Information Retrieval (ISMIR) genre classification contest in 2004
[6]. Genre classification is often not considered a goal in itself,
but rather an indirect means to verify the actual goal, which is
a measure of similarity between songs. In most comparisons
on tasks such as genre identification, distributions of MFCC
features have performed as well or better than all other features
considered—a notable result [7], [8]. Details of the system,
such as the precise form or number of MFCCs used, or the
particular mechanism used to represent and compare MFCC
distributions, appear to have only a secondary influence. Thus,
the distance measure studied in this paper, a particular instance
of a system for comparing music audio based on MFCC distributions, is both highly representative of most current work in
music audio comparison, and is likely close to or equal to the
state of the art in most tasks of this kind.
In Section II, we review MFCCs, Gaussian modeling and
computation of the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler divergence.
In Section III, we describe the experiments before discussing the
results in Section IV and giving the conclusion in Section V.
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II. MEL-FREQUENCY CEPSTRAL COEFFICIENTS-BASED
TIMBRAL DISTANCE MEASURE
In the following, we describe the motivation behind the
MFCCs, mention some variations of the basic concept, discuss their applicability to music, and discuss the use of the
Kullback–Leibler divergence between multivariate Gaussian
mixture models as a distance measure between songs.
A. Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
MFCCs were introduced as a compact, perceptually based
representation of speech frames [19]. They are computed as
follows.
1) Estimate the amplitude or power spectrum of 20–30 ms of
speech.
2) Group neighboring frequency bins into overlapping triangular bands with equal bandwidth according to the
melscale.
3) Sum the contents of each band.
4) Compute the logarithm of each sum.
5) Compute the discrete cosine transform of the bands.
6) Discard high-order coefficients from the cosine transform.
Most of these steps are perceptually motivated, but some steps
also have a signal processing interpretation. The signal is divided into 20–30 ms blocks because speech is approximately
stationary within this time scale. Grouping into bands and summing mimics the difficulty in resolving two tones closely spaced
in frequency, and the logarithm approximates the human perception of loudness. The discrete cosine transform, however, does
not directly mimic a phenomenon in the human auditory system,
but is instead an approximation to the Karhunen–Loève transform in order to obtain a compact representation with minimal
correlation between different coefficients.
As the name of the MFCCs imply, the last three steps can also
be interpreted as homomorphic deconvolution in the cepstral domain to obtain the spectral envelope (see, e.g., [20]). Briefly, this
approach employs the common model of voice as glottal excitation filtered by a slowly-changing vocal tract, and attempts
to separate these two components. The linear filtering becomes
multiplication in the Fourier domain, which then turns into addition after the logarithm. The final Fourier transform, accomplished by the discrete cosine transform, retains linearity but further allows separation between the vocal tract spectrum, which
is assumed smooth in frequency and thus ends up being represented by the low-index cepstral coefficients, and the harmonic
spectrum of the excitation, which varies rapidly with frequency
and falls predominantly into higher cepstral bins. These are discarded, leaving a compact feature representation that describes
the vocal tract characteristics with little dependence on the fine
structure of the excitation (such as its period). For a detailed description of homomorphic signal processing see [21], and for a
discussion of the statistical properties of the cepstrum see [22].
For a discussion of using the MFCCs as a model for perceptual
timbre space for static sounds, see [23].
B. Variations
When computing MFCCs from a signal, there are a number
of free parameters. For instance, both the periodogram, linear
prediction analysis, the Capon spectral estimator, and warped

versions of the latter two have been used to estimate the spectrum, and the number of meldistributed bands and their lower
and upper cutoff frequency may also differ. For speech recognition, comparisons of different such parameters can be found
in [24] and [25]. For music, less exhaustive comparisons can
be found in [5] and [12]. It is also an open question how many
coefficients should be kept after the discrete cosine transform.
According to [17], the first five to fifteen are commonly used. In
[26], as many as 20 coefficients, excluding the 0th coefficient,
are used with success. In the following, we will use the term
“MFCC order” to refer to the number of coefficients that are
kept. Another open question is whether to include the 0th coefficient. Being the DC value, the 0th coefficient is the average of
the logarithm of the summed contents of the triangular bands,
and it can thus be interpreted as the loudness averaged over the
triangular bands. On the one hand, volume may be useful for
modeling a song, while on the other hand it is subject to arbitrary shifts (i.e., varying the overall scale of the waveform) and
does not contain information about the spectral shape as such.
C. Applicability to Music
In [27], it is verified that the melscale is preferable to a
linear scale in music modeling, and that the discrete cosine
transform does approximate the Karhunen–Loéve transform.
However, a number of uncertainties remain. In particular, the
assumed signal model consisting of one excitation signal and
a filter only applies to speech. In polyphonic music there may,
unlike in speech, be several excitation signals with different
fundamental frequencies and different filters. Not only may this
create ambiguity problems when estimating which instruments
the music was played by, since it is not possible to uniquely
determine how each source signal contributed to the spectral
envelopes, but the way the sources combine is also very nonlinear due to the logarithm in step 4. Furthermore, it was shown
in [17] that MFCCs are sensitive to the spectral perturbations
that are introduced when audio is compressed at low bitrates,
mostly due to distortion at higher frequencies. However, it was
not shown whether this actually affects instrument or genre
classification performance. A very similar issue is the sampling
frequency of the music that the MFCCs are computed from.
In a real-world music collection, all music may not have the
same sampling frequency. A downsampled signal would have
very low energy in the highest melbands, leaving the logarithm
in step 4 in the MFCC computation either undefined or at
least approaching minus infinity. In practical applications,
some minimal (floor) value is imposed on channels containing
little or no energy. When the MFCC analysis is applied over
a bandwidth greater than that remaining in the compressed
waveform, this amounts to imposing a rectangular window on
the spectrum, or, equivalently, convolving the MFCCs with a
sinc function. We will return to these issues in Section III.
D. Modelling MFCCs by Gaussian Mixture Models
Storing the raw MFCCs would take up a considerable amount
of space, so the MFCCs from each song are used to train a
parametric, statistical model, namely a multivariate Gaussian
mixture model. As distance measure between the Gaussian
mixture models, we use the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler
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divergence. This approach was presented in [4], but both
[2] and [28] have previously experimented with very similar
approaches. The probability density function for a random
modeled by a Gaussian mixture model with
variable
mixtures is given by

(1)
is the number of mixtures and
,
, and
are
where
the mean, covariance matrix, and weight of the ’th Gaussian,
respectively. For
, the maximum-likelihood estimates of
the mean and covariance matrix are given by [29]

Fig. 1. Symmetrized Kullback–Leibler divergence. When either p (x ) or
p (x) approaches zero, d (p ; p ) approach infinity.

(2)
(p ; p ) in Fig. 1,
Fig. 2. Squared L2 distance. Note that unlike d
(p ; p ) behaves nicely when p (x) or p (x) approach zero.
d

and
(3)

where
, the k-means algorithm followed by the expectationFor
maximization algorithm (see [30] and [31]) is typically used to
.
train the weights , means , and covariance matrices
As mentioned, we use the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler divergence between the Gaussian mixtures as distance measure between two songs. The Kullback–Leibler divergence is an asymmetric information theoretic measure of the distance between
two probability density functions. The Kullback–Leibler diverand
,
, is given by
gence between

is shown as a function of
. From the figure and (7), it is seen that for
to be large, there has to be where both the
and
is large. High
difference and the ratio between
values are obtained when only one of
and
approach
zero. In comparison, consider the square of the L2 distance,
which is given by

(4)

(8)

is the penalty of deFor discrete random variables,
with
signing a code that describes data with distribution
shortest possible length but instead use it to encode data with
[32]. If
and
are close, the penalty
distribution
will be small and vice versa. For two multivariate Gaussian disand
, the Kullback–Leibler divergence is
tributions,
given in closed form by

(5)
where
is the dimensionality of . For Gaussian mixtures, a
does not exist, and it
closed form expression for
must be estimated, e.g., by stochastic integration or closed form
approximations [10], [33], [34]. To obtain a symmetric distance
.
measure, we use
Collecting the two Kullback–Leibler divergences under a
single integral, we can directly see how different values of
and
affect the resulting distance
(6)

(7)
In Fig. 1,
and

where
(9)
is plotted as a function of
In Fig. 2,
and
. Experimentally, using the L2 distance between
Gaussian mixture models does not work well for genre classification. In unpublished nearest-neighbor experiments on the
ISMIR 2004 genre classification training set, we obtained 42%
accuracy using the L2 distance compared to 65% using the
symmetrized Kullback–Leibler divergence (in the experiments,
nearest-neighbor songs by the same artist as the query song
were ignored). From this it would seem that the success of
the symmetrized Kullback–Leibler divergence in music information retrieval is crucially linked to it asymptotically going
and
goes towards zero,
towards infinity when one of
i.e., it highly penalizes differences. This is supported by the
observation in [10] that only a minority of a song’s MFCCs
actually discriminate it from other songs.
A disadvantage of using Gaussian mixture models to aggregate the MFCCs is that the temporal development of sounds is
not taken into account, even though it is important to the perception of timbre [13], [14]. As noted in [10], a song can be modeled by the same Gaussian mixture model whether it is played
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TABLE I
SIX SOUND FONTS USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTS

Fig. 3. Log-likelihood for various Gaussian mixture model configurations. The
number denotes the number of Gaussians in the mixture, and the letter is “d”
for diagonal covariance matrices and “f ” for full covariance matrices.

forwards or backwards, even though it clearly makes an audible
difference. Another disadvantage is that when two instruments
play simultaneously, the probability density function (pdf) of
the MFCCs will in general change rather unpredictably. If the
two instruments only have little overlap in the melfrequency domain, they will still be approximately linearly mixed after taking
the logarithm in step 4 in Section II-A and after the discrete cosine transform, since the latter is a linear operation. However,
the pdf of a sum of two stochastic variables is the convolution
of the pdf of each of the variables. Only if the instruments do
not play simultaneously will the resulting pdf contain separate
peaks for each instrument. To make matters even worse, such
considerations also apply when chords are being played, and in
this case it is almost guaranteed that some harmonics will fall
into the same frequency bands, removing even the possibility of
nonoverlapping spectra.
With Gaussian mixture models, the covariance matrices are
often assumed to be diagonal for computational simplicity. In
[7] and [8], it was shown that instead of a Gaussian mixture
model where each Gaussian component has diagonal covariance matrix, a single Gaussian with full covariance matrix can
be used without sacrificing discrimination performance. This
simplifies both training and evaluation, since the closed form
expressions in (2), (3), and (5) can be used. If the inverse of
the covariance matrices are precomputed, (5) can be evaluated
quite efficiently since the trace term only requires the diagonal
to be computed. For the symmetric verelements of
sion, the log terms even cancel, thus not even requiring the determinants to be precomputed. In Fig. 3, the average log-likelihoods for 30 randomly selected songs from the ISMIR 2004
genre classification training database are shown for different
Gaussian mixture model configurations. The figure shows that
log-likelihoods for a mixture of ten Gaussians with diagonal covariances and one Gaussian with full covariance matrix is quite
similar. Using 30 Gaussians with diagonal covariance matrices
increases the log-likelihood, but as shown in [9], genre classification performance does not benefit from this increased modeling accuracy. Log-likelihoods indicate only how well a model
has captured the underlying density of the data, and not how
well the models will discriminate in a classification task.
III. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we present six experiments that further investigate the behavior of the MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach.
The basic assumption behind all the experiments is that this

approach is a timbral distance measure and that as such it is
supposed to perform well at instrument classification. In all experiments, we thus see how the instrument recognition performance is affected by various transformations and distortions. To
perform the experiments, we take a number of MIDI files that
are generated with Microsoft Music Producer and modify them
in different ways to specifically show different MFCC properties. To synthesize wave signals from the MIDI files, we use
the software synthesizer TiMidity++ version 2.13.2 with the six
sound fonts listed in Table I. As each sound font uses different
instrument samples, this approximates using six different realizations of each instrument. To compute MFCCs, we use the implementation in the Intelligent Sound Project toolbox that originates from the VOICEBOX toolbox by Mike Brookes. This
implementation is described in [17] and includes frequencies
up to 11 025 Hz in the MFCCs. To aggregate the MFCCs from
each synthesized MIDI file, we use the approach with a single
Gaussian with full covariance matrix, since this would be the
obvious choice in practical applications due to the clear computational advantages. All experiments have been performed with
a number of different MFCC orders to see how it affects the results. We use : to denote MFCCs where the th to the th coefficient have been kept after the discrete cosine transform. As an
example, 0:6 is where the DC coefficient and the following six
coefficients have been kept. The experiments are implemented
in MATLAB, and the source code, MIDI files and links to the
sound fonts are available online.1
A. Timbre Versus Melody Classification
The first experiment is performed to verify that the
MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach described in Section II also
groups songs by instrumentation when an instrument plays
several notes simultaneously. Due to the simple relation between harmonics in chords, the MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach
could equally well match songs with similar chords than songs
with identical instrumentation. When we refer to melodies in
this section, we are thus not concerned with the lead melody,
but rather with the chords and combinations of notes that are
characteristic to a particular melody.
To perform the experiment, we take 30 MIDI songs of very
different styles and the 30 MIDI instruments listed in Table II.
For all combinations of songs and instruments, we perform the
following.
1) Read MIDI song .
2) Remove all percussion.
3) Force all notes to be played by instrument .
4) Synthesize a wave signal
.
1http://kom.aau.dk/~jhj/publications/
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Fig. 4. Mean and standard deviation of instrument and melody classification accuracies, i.e., the fraction of songs that have a song with the same instrumentation,
or the same melody as nearest neighbor, respectively. For moderate MFCC orders, the instrument classification accuracy is consistently close to 1, and the melody
classification accuracy is close to 0.

5) Extract MFCCs.
6) Train a multivariate Gaussian probability density function
on the MFCCs.
Next, we perform nearest-neighbor classification on the
songs, i.e., for each song we compute

TABLE II
INSTRUMENTS USED TO SYNTHESIZE THE SONGS USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTS.
ALL ARE FROM THE GENERAL MIDI SPECIFICATION

(10)

, played with instrument ,
If the nearest neighbor to song
, and it is also played with instrument , i.e.,
, then
is
there is a match of instruments. We define the instrument classification rate by the fraction of songs where the instrument of a
song and its nearest-neighbor matches. Similarly, we define the
.
melody classification rate by the fraction of songs where
We repeat the experiment for the different sound fonts. Forcing
all notes in a song to be played by the same instrument is not
realistic, since, e.g., the bass line would usually not be played
with the same instrument as the main melody. However, using
only the melody line would be an oversimplification. Keeping
the percussion, which depends on the song, , would also blur
the results, although in informal experiments, keeping it only
decreases the instrument classification accuracy by a few percentage points. In Fig. 4, instrument and melody classification
rates are shown as a function of the MFCC order and the sound
font used. From the figure, it is evident that when using even a
moderate number of coefficients, the MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach is successful at identifying the instrument and is almost
completely unaffected by the variations in the note and chord
distributions present in the different songs.
B. Ensembles
Next, we repeat the experiment from the previous section
using three different instruments for each song instead of just
one. We select 30 MIDI files that each have three nonpercussive
tracks, and we select three sets with three instruments each. Let
,
, and
denote the three sets,
, and let denote the MIDI file number. Simlet
ilar to the experiment in Section III-A, we perform the following
for all combinations of , , , and .
1) Read MIDI song .
2) Remove all percussion.
3) Let all notes in the first, second, and third track be played
by instrument , , and , respectively.
.
4) Synthesize a wave signal
5) Extract MFCCs.

6) Train a multivariate Gaussian probability density function
on the MFCCs.
As before, the nearest neighbor is found, but this time according
to
(11)
Thus, the nearest neighbor is not allowed to have the same
melody as the query. This is to avoid that the nearest neighbor
is the same melody with the instrument in a weak track replaced by another instrument. The fraction of nearest neighbors
with the same three instruments, the fraction with at least two
identical instruments and the fraction with at least one identical
instrument is computed by counting how many of
equals
.
In Fig. 5, the fractions of nearest neighbors with different
numbers of identical instruments are plotted. The fraction
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Fig. 5. Mean and standard deviation of instrument classification accuracies when the success criterion is that the nearest neighbor has at least one, two, or three
identical instruments. Results are averaged over all six sound fonts.

Fig. 6. Instrument classification rates for different configurations of the
Gaussian mixture model. The numbers denote the number of Gaussians in the
mixture, and “dia.” and “full” refer to the covariance matrices. For both “add”
and “sep,” each instrument has been synthesized independently. For “add,” the
tracks were concatenated to a single signal, while for “sep,” the three equally
weighted Gaussians were trained separately for each track. For “NMF,” an
NMF source separation algorithm has been applied. Results are averaged over
all six sound fonts.

of nearest neighbors with two or more identical instruments
is comparable to the instrument classification performance
in Fig. 4. To determine if the difficulties detecting all three
instrument are caused by the MFCCs or the Gaussian model,
we have repeated the experiments in Fig. 6 with MFCCs 0:10
for the following seven setups.
• Using Gaussian mixture models with ten and 30 diagonal
covariance matrices, respectively.
• Gaussian mixture models with one and three full covariance matrices, respectively.
• Gaussian mixture models with one and three full covariance matrices, respectively, but where the instruments in a
song are synthesized independently and subsequently concatenated into one song of triple length.
• Gaussian mixture models with three full covariance matrices where each instrument in a song is synthesized independently, and each Gaussian is trained on a single instrument only. The weights are set to 1/3 each.
• Gaussian mixture model with one full covariance matrix,
where, as a proof of concept, a non-negative matrix factorization (NMF) algorithm separates the MFCCs into
individual sources that are concatenated before training
the Gaussian model. The approach is a straightforward
adoption of [35], where the NMF is performed between
steps 3 and 4 in the MFCC computation described in
Section II-A. As we, in line with [35], use a log-scale
instead of the melscale, we should rightfully use the
term LFCC instead of MFCC. Note that, like the first
two setups, but unlike the setups based on independent
instruments, this approach does not require access to the
original, separate waveforms of each instrument, and thus
is applicable to existing recordings.

From the additional experiments, it becomes clear that the difficulties capturing all three instruments originate from the simultaneous mixture. As we saw in Section III-A, it does not
matter that one instrument plays several notes at a time, but from
Fig. 5 and the “1 full add” experiment in Fig. 6, we see that it
clearly makes a difference whether different instruments play simultaneously. Although a slight improvement is observed when
using separate Gaussians for each instrument, a single Gaussian
actually seems to be adequate for modeling all instruments as
long as different instruments do not play simultaneously. We
also see that the NMF-based separation algorithm increases the
number of cases where all three instruments are recognized. It
conveniently simplifies the source separation task that a single
Gaussian is sufficient to model all three instruments, since it
eliminates the need to group the separated sources into individual instruments.
C. Different Realizations of the Same Instrument
In Section III-A, we saw that the MFCC–Gaussian–KL
approach was able to match songs played by the same instrument when they had been synthesized using the same sound
font. In this section, to get an idea of how well this approach
handles two different realizations of the same instrument,
we use synthesized songs from different sound fonts as test
and training data and measure the instrument classification
performance once again. To the extent that a human listener
would consider one instrument synthesized with two different
sound fonts more similar than the same instrument synthesized
by the first sound font and another instrument synthesized by
the second, this experiment can also be considered a test of
how well the MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach approximates
human perception of timbral similarity. The experimental setup
is that of Section III-A, only we use two different sound fonts,
and
, to synthesize two wave signals,
and
, and estimate two multivariate Gaussians probability
and
. We perform nearest
density functions,
neighbor classification again, but this time with a query synand a training set synthesized with
, i.e.,
thesized with
(10) is modified to
(12)

We test all combinations of the sound fonts mentioned in
Table I. The resulting instrument classification rates are shown
in Fig. 7, and we see that the performance when using two
different sound fonts are relatively low. We expect the low
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Fig. 7. Mean and standard deviation of instrument classification accuracies when mixing different sound fonts.

performance to have the same cause as the album effect [18]. In
[36], the same phenomenon was observed when classifying instruments across different databases of real instrument sounds,
and they significantly increased classification performance by
using several databases as training set. However, this is not
directly applicable in our case, since the MFCC–Gaussian–KL
is a song-level distance measure without an explicit training
step.
When using songs synthesized from the same sound font for
query and training, it is unimportant whether we increase the
MFCC order by including the 0th coefficient or the next higher
coefficient. However, when combining different sound fonts, including the 0th MFCC at the cost of one of the higher coefficients has noticeable impact on performance. Unfortunately,
since it is highly dependent on the choice of sound fonts if performance increases or decreases, an unambiguous conclusion
cannot be drawn.
D. Transposition
When recognizing the instruments that are playing, a human
listener is not particularly sensitive to transpositions of a few
semitones. In this section, we experimentally evaluate how the
MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach behaves in this respect. The experiment is built upon the same framework as the experiment in
Section III-A and is performed as follows.
1) Repeat step 1–3 of the experiment in Section III-A.
2) Normalize the track octaves (see below).
3) Transpose the song
semitones.
4) Synthesize wave signals
.
5) Extract MFCCs.
6) Train a multivariate Gaussian probability density function
.
The octave normalization consists of transposing all tracks (e.g.,
bass and melody) such that the average note is as close to C4
(middle C on the piano) as possible, while only transposing the
individual tracks an integer number of octaves relative to each
other. The purpose is to reduce the tonal range of the songs. If
the tonal range is too large, the majority of notes in a song and
its transposed version will exist in both versions, hence blurring the results (see Fig. 8). By only shifting the tracks an integer number of octaves relative to each other, we ensure that
all harmonic relations between the tracks are kept. This time,
the nearest neighbor is found as
(13)

Fig. 8. Histogram of notes in a MIDI song before and after normalization. The
x-axis is the MIDI note number, i.e., 64 is middle C on the piano. The tonal
range of the original song is much larger than that of the normalized song.

That is, we search for the nearest neighbor to
among
the songs that have only been normalized but have not been
transposed any further. The instrument and melody classificathat are
tion rates are computed for 11 different values of
and 24, which means that we maxlinearly spaced between
imally transpose songs two octaves up or down.
In Fig. 9, instrument classification performance is plotted as a
function of the number of semitones the query songs are transposed. Performance is hardly influenced by transposing songs
semitones. Transposing ten semitones, which is almost an
octave, noticeably affects results. Transposing
semitones
severely reduces accuracy. In Fig. 10, where instrument classification performance is plotted as a function of the MFCC order,
we see that the instrument recognition accuracy generally increase with increasing MFCC order, stagnating around 10.
E. Bandwidth
Since songs in an actual music database may not all
have equal sample rates, we examine the sensitivity of the
MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach to downsampling, i.e., reducing the bandwidth. We both examine what happens if we
mix songs with different bandwidths, and what happens if
all songs have reduced, but identical bandwidth. Again, we
consider the MFCCs a timbral feature and use instrument
classification performance as ground truth.
1) Mixing Bandwidths: This experiment is very similar to
the transposition experiment in Section III-D, only we reduce
the bandwidths of the songs instead of transposing them. Practically, we use the MATLAB resample function to downsample
and upsample it to 22 kHz again. The
the wave signal to
nearest neighbor instrument classification rate is found as in (13)
with
and
replaced by
and
, respecis 11 kHz, corresponding to
tively. The reference setting
a sampling frequency of 22 kHz.
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Fig. 9. Instrument classification rate averaged over all sound fonts as a function of the number of semitones that query songs have been transposed.

Fig. 10. Instrument classification rate averaged over all sound fonts as a function of the number of MFCCs. The numbers
semitones songs have been transposed.

Fig. 11. Average instrument classification accuracy averaged over all sound
fonts when reducing the songs’ bandwidths. For the mixed bandwidth results,
the training set consists of songs with full bandwidth, while for the equal
bandwidth results, songs in both the test and training sets have equal, reduced
bandwidth.

2) Reducing Bandwidth for All Files: This experiment is performed as the experiment in Section III-A, except that synthebefore computing
sized wave signals are downsampled to
the MFCCs for both test and training songs.
Results of both bandwidth experiments are shown in Fig. 11.
It is obvious from the figure that mixing songs with different
bandwidths is a bad idea. Reducing the bandwidth of the query
set from 11 kHz to 8 kHz significantly reduces performance,
while reducing the bandwidth to 5.5 kHz, i.e., mixing sample
rates of 22 kHz and 11 kHz, makes the distance measure practically useless with accuracies in the range from 30%–40%.
On the contrary, if all songs have the same, low bandwidth,
performance does not suffer significantly. It is thus clear that if
different sampling frequencies can be encountered in a music
collection, it is preferential to downsample all files to e.g.,
8 kHz before computing the MFCCs. Since it is computationally cheaper to extract MFCCs from downsampled songs,
and since classification accuracy is not noticeably affected
by reducing the bandwidth, this might be preferential with
homogeneous music collections as well. The experiment only
included voiced instruments, so this result might not generalize

019, 014 etc. denote the number of

Fig. 12. Instrument classification rates averaged over all sound fonts with MP3
compressed query songs as a function of bitrate.

to percussive instruments that often have more energy at high
frequencies. In informal experiments on the ISMIR 2004 genre
classification training database, genre classification accuracy
only decreased by a few percentage points when downsampling
all files to 8 kHz.
F. Bitrate
Music is often stored in a compressed format. However, as
shown in [17], MFCCs are sensitive to the spectral perturbations introduced by compression. In this section, we measure
how these issues affect instrument classification performance.
This experiment is performed in the same way as the transposition experiment in Section III-D, except that transposing has
and
been replaced by encoding to an MP3 file with bitrate
decoding. Classification is also performed as given by (13). For
MP3 encoding, the constant bitrate mode of LAME version 3.97
is used. The synthesized wave signal is in stereo when encoding
but is converted to mono before computing the MFCCs. Results
of different bitrates are shown in Fig. 12. Furthermore, results of
reducing the bandwidth to 4 kHz after decompression are also
shown. Before compressing the wave signal, the MP3 encoder
applies a lowpass filter. At 64 kbps, this lowpass filter has transition band from 10935 Hz to 11226 Hz, which is in the range of
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the very highest frequencies used when computing the MFCCs.
Consequently, classification rates are virtually unaffected at a
bitrate of 64 kbps. At 48 kbps, the transition band is between
7557 Hz and 7824 Hz, and at 32 kbps, the transition band is between 5484 Hz and 5677 Hz. The classification rates at 5.5 kHz
and 8 kHz in Fig. 11 and at 32 kbps and 48 kbps in Fig. 12,
respectively, are strikingly similar, hinting that bandwidth reduction is the major cause of the reduced accuracy. This is confirmed by the experiments where the bandwidth is always reduced to 4 kHz, which are unaffected by changing bitrates. So,
if robustness to low bitrate MP3 encoding is desired, all songs
should be downsampled before computing MFCCs.
IV. DISCUSSION
In all experiments, we let multivariate Gaussian distributions
model the MFCCs from each song and used the symmetrized
Kullback–Leibler divergence between the Gaussian distributions as distance measures. Strictly speaking, our results
therefore only speak of the MFCCs with this particular distance
measure and not of the MFCCs on their own. However, we
see no obvious reasons that other classifiers would perform
radically different.
In the first experiment, we saw that when keeping as little as
four coefficients while excluding the 0th cepstral coefficient, instrument classification accuracy was above 80%. We therefore
conclude that MFCCs primarily capture the spectral envelope
when encountering a polyphonic mixture of voices from one instrument and not e.g., the particular structure encountered when
playing harmonies.
When analyzing songs played by different instruments, only
two of the three instruments were often recognized. The number
of cases where all instruments were recognized increased dramatically when instruments were playing in turn instead of simultaneously, suggesting that the cause is either the log-step
when computing the MFCCs, or the phenomenon that the probability density functions of a sum of random variables is the convolution of the individual probability density functions. From
this it is clear that the success of the MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach in genre and artist classification is very possible due only
to instrument/ensemble detection. This is supported by [37] that
showed that for symbolic audio, instrument identification is very
important to genre classification. We hypothesize that in genre
classification experiments, recognizing the two most salient instruments is enough to achieve acceptable performance.
In the third experiment, we saw that the MFCC–Gaussian–
KL approach does not consider songs with identical instrumentation synthesized with different sound fonts very similar. However, with nonsynthetic music databases, e.g., [5] and [8], this
distance measure seems to perform well even though different
artists use different instruments. A possible explanation may be
that the synthesized sounds are more homogeneous than a corresponding human performance, resulting in over-fitting of the
multivariate Gaussian distributions. Another possibility is that
what makes a real-world classifier work is the diversity among
different performances in the training collection; i.e., if there
are 50 piano songs in a collection, then a given piano piece may
only be close to one or two of the other piano songs, while the
rest, with respect to the distance measure, just as well could
have been a trumpet piece or a xylophone piece. As observed in
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[8], performance of the MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach in genre
classification increases significantly if songs by the same artist
are in both the training and test collection, thus supporting the
latter hypothesis. We speculate that relying more on the temporal development of sounds (for an example of this, see [38])
and less on the spectral shape and using a more perceptually
motivated distance measure instead of the Kullback–Leibler divergence can improve the generalization performance.
In [5], it is suggested that there is a “glass ceiling” for the
MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach at 65%, meaning that no simple
variation of it can exceed this accuracy. From the experiments,
we can identify three possible causes of the glass ceiling.
1) The MFCC–Gaussian–KL approach neither takes melody
nor harmony into account.
2) It is highly sensitive to different renditions of the same
instrument.
3) It has problems identifying individual instruments in a
mixture.
With respect to the second cause, techniques exists for suppressing channel effects in MFCC-based speaker identification.
If individual instruments are separated in a preprocessing step,
these techniques might be applicable to music as well. As shown
in Section III-B, a successful signal separation algorithm would
also mitigate the third cause.
We measured the reduction in instrument classification rate
when transposing songs. When transposing songs only a few
semitones, instrument recognition performance was hardly affected, but transposing songs in the order of an octave or more
causes performance to decrease significantly. When we compared MFCCs computed from songs with different bandwidths,
we found that performance decreased dramatically. In contrast,
if all songs had the same, low bandwidth, performance typically did not decrease more than 2–5 percentage points. Similarly, comparing MFCCs computed from low bitrate MP3 files
and high bitrate files also affected instrument classification performance dramatically. The performance decrease for mixing
bitrates matches the performance decrease when mixing bandwidths very well. If a song collection contains songs with different sample rates or different bitrates, it is recommended to
downsample all files before computing the MFCCs.
V. CONCLUSION
We have analyzed the properties of a commonly used music
similarity measure based on the Kullback–Leibler distance between Gaussian models of MFCC features. Our analyses show
that the MFCC–Gaussian–KL measure of distance between
songs recognizes instrumentation; a solo instrument playing
several notes simultaneously does not degrade recognition
accuracy, but an ensemble of instruments tend to suppress
the weaker instruments. Furthermore, different realizations of
instruments significantly reduces recognition performance. Our
results suggest that the use of source separation methods in
combination with already existing music similarity measures
may lead to increased classification performance.
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